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a b s t r a c t
Recent controversies about systems of crater-count dating have been largely resolved, and with continuing
reﬁnements, crater counts will offer a fundamental geological tool to interpret not only ages, but also the
nature of geological processes altering the surface of Mars. As an example of the latter technique, we present
data on two debris aprons east of Hellas. The aprons show much shorter survival times of small craters than
do the nearby contiguous plains. The order-of-magnitude depths of layers involved in the loss process can be
judged from the depths of the affected craters. We infer that ice-rich layers in the top tens of meters of both
aprons have lost crater topography within the last few 108 yr, probably due to ﬂow or sublimation of ice-rich
materials. Mantling by ice-rich deposits, associated with climate change cycles of obliquity change, has
probably also affected both the aprons and the plains. The crater-count tool thus adds chronological and
vertical dimensional information to purely morphological studies.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
After Mars Global Surveyor MOC images ﬁrst resolved craters of
diameter D ~ 10 m on Mars in 1997, the opportunity arose to study
populations of much smaller Martian craters than hitherto resolved.
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE images since 2006 allow additional studies of crater populations down to D ~ 2 m. The production
size-frequency distributions (PSFDs) and production rates of such
craters are being established by direct observation, and this will allow
dating of relatively young, small regions of Mars, areas of a few km2.
The observed size-frequency distribution of craters (SFD) often shows
ﬂattening at small sizes, relative to the PSFD, indicating losses of small
craters, relative to the initial PSFD. These losses convey information on
the survival time of small topographic features, and the geological
processes obliterating them.
We recognized that the measurement of the initial PSFD at these
low diameters is especially difﬁcult, but Neukum (1983), Neukum and
Ivanov (1994), and Ivanov (2001) estimated the shape of the
production SFD and the production rates down to D = 15 m, based
on counts on scattered young surfaces on the moon and on asteroids.
This is commonly referred to as the “Neukum production function”.
Hartmann (2005), after two earlier experimental iterations of the
PSFD, grafted their shapes below diameter D ~ 700 m onto his own
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production SFD curves at larger sizes, and added adjustments at
D ≲ 15 m based on work by Popova et al. (2003). This “2004 iteration
of the Hartmann production function” thus corrected for expected
atmospheric breakup of the weaker stony Martian meteoroids, and
the Popova et al. (2003, 2007) observations of tightly clustered strewn
ﬁelds among some small craters in MOC images. Ivanov et al. (2009)
observed even more strewn ﬁelds from meteoroid breakup at crater
sizes of a few meters to 50 m in HiRISE images. The curvature of the
PSFD, as a result of meteoroid fragmentation, at scales <15 m or even
50 m, is still being determined but does not much affect the results of
this paper because (1) we discuss losses relative to nearby “control
surfaces” as well as to the theoretical PSFD curves, and (2) our observed
crater-loss effects on ice-rich surfaces set in at larger diameters.
The general shape of the overall Neukum and Hartmann production
curves is similar, and such distributions have been afﬁrmed on a number
of sparsely cratered, young-looking Martian surfaces, especially apparent young lava ﬂows (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Hartmann, 2005;
Hartmann et al., 2008; Kreslavsky, 2008). In the diagrams below, we use
the shape of these curves to plot “isochrons” that show expected
Martian crater production on surfaces of various ages, 10 My, 100 My,
1 Gy, etc., according to the two largely independent systems.
Around 2003, a number of researchers began to question whether
our production SFD was correct or repeatable (McEwen, 2003;
Chapman, 2004; Bierhaus et al., 2005; McEwen et al., 2005; Plescia,
2005; McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006). This led to a period of controversy,
but a number of the major issues appear essentially resolved, as follows.
(1) Several of these authors stated that crater-based dating could
work only by counting primaries, and assumed that we count
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only primaries, throwing out secondaries. For example, McEwen
et al. (2005) interpreted that Hartmann isochrons were intended
to show primaries only, and concluded that at the small end, the
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Hartmann curve is about 2000 times higher than the actual
primary production rate. However, in reality, Hartmann deliberately attempts to count the total of both primaries and semi-

Fig. 1. (a) Debris apron east of Hellas, just north of Reull Vallis, showing adjacent plains, latitude 41.6 S, longitude 255.6 W. (HRSC frame H 0440 0000 ND3.) (b) Crater density
comparison of debris apron surface with adjacent plains a few km to the north. Cumulative counts plotted on template developed by Neukum and Werner. (c) Log-incremental
counts plotted on template developed by Hartmann. Both plots show clear evidence of losses of small craters on the apron (D ≲ 90 m), relative to the nearby plains. This indicates
processing/resurfacing in upper meters of the debris apron surface. See text for discussion.
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Fig. 1 (continued ).

randomly scattered secondaries (outside rays and secondary
clusters). Regardless of the interpretation of primary vs. secondary origin for any given craters, both the Hartmann and Neukum
systems end up counting essentially all such craters. Thus, the
premise of most of the above mentioned papers was ﬂawed at the
outset.
(2) Malin et al. (2006) discovered ongoing production of very small
(mostly 10–20 m) Martian primaries. Their best data, around
D ~ 16 m, give a primary production rate within a factor about
2 or 3 below the Hartmann (and Neukum) isochron curves (see
Hartmann, 2007; Kreslavsky, 2007; and Ivanov et al., 2009, for
these analyses). This result is a few hundred times higher than
the estimate implied by McEwen et al. (2005). Thus, the concern
that led to most of the discussion about enormous (1000:1)
“contamination” by secondaries, discussed in item (1) above, is
to some degree moot.
(3) Some papers, such as McEwen and Bierhaus (2006) argued that
secondaries are too clustered to be useful age indicators.
Clustering of secondaries among “ﬁeld craters” (those outside
rays and obvious clusters) is no doubt present at some statistical
level, but our observational experience (cf. Werner, 2005;
Hartmann, 2005; Hartmann et al., 2008) is that if we pick local
sub-areas within USGS-mapped stratigraphic units, “ﬁeld crater”
densities of primaries + secondaries are similar and repeatable,
within the range of uncertainty of the counts (a factor ~ 2 or less).
In other words, after avoiding rays and obvious clusters, and
counting only the remaining “ﬁeld craters,” we have not encountered the degree of clustering and local variability that
would render crater counts useless, as some writers have
hypothesized.
(4) Various authors (e.g., Plescia, 2005) correctly note that craters
in many areas of Mars display crater populations that do not ﬁt

the proposed production PSFD (i.e., isochron) shape. Indeed,
the counts at small D often lie below the isochron that ﬁts the
data at higher diameters. This has been used to argue that the
isochrons are not useful, but we submit that this circumstance
does not invalidate the technique, but rather carries information about geological processes removing the small craters. We
address this issue in this paper.
We regard the exact shape of the production function among
Martian primary + secondary craters at 2 m < D < 50 m (i.e., the
isochron shape at these sizes) as a problem for continued research as
new HiRISE data become available. We suspect, however, that the SFD
on the “control surface” plains is close to the PSFD. In this context, we
note that if the observed primary crater production rate is at least 1/3
of our isochron rate for primaries + secondaries at these sizes, it
would mean that percentage of secondaries at these sizes may be
<67%. Kreslavsky's (2007) analysis implied an even closer ﬁt between
Martian primary production at 10 m < D < 20 m and our isochrons,
and in this case secondaries may be in the minority at these sizes. The
secondary/total ratio may be size dependent, especially if the SFD
curve of primary craters on the isochron plot has a steeper slope at
these scales than Martian secondaries (cf. Werner et al., 2009).
In this paper, we attempt only to show how small craters will offer
valuable information in analysis of geologic processes. We side-step
issues of the absolute secondary/total ratio and production rate by
comparing proposed ice-rich surfaces with nearby “control” surfaces
that are believed much less ice-rich. Here, we discuss examples from
two debris apron surfaces. Debris aprons have long been interpreted
as ice-rich formations surrounding isolated hills, where the origin and
age of the ice-rich material remains in dispute, and various authors
have already pointed to different textures on the apron surfaces than
in surrounding plains (Carr and Schaber, 1977; Mest and Crown,
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Fig. 2. (a) Debris apron east of Hellas at latitude 43.2°S, longitude 262.8°W. Counts were made on entire debris apron (enclosed by white line around peak. “North plains” counts are
on surrounding area in N half of frame, marked by additional white line. (HRSC frame H 0300 0000 ND3). (b) Crater density comparison of this apron with adjacent plains a few km to
the north. Formats same as Fig. 1. This apron shows a similar pattern, with clear losses of smaller craters, relative to the plains. (c) Counts in incremental diagram based on
interpolations by WKH from the SCW cumulative plot.
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Fig. 2 (continued ).

2001; Mangold, 2003; Levy et al., 2007), where the deﬁciencies of
small craters (rather than disproving the isochron system) give
important information about small-scale resurfacing processes in icerich formations. Losses of craters at small sizes ﬂatten the observed
SFD. Assuming that we know the shape of the production SFD, we can
use that PSFD shape, i.e., the isochrons, as a “control,” against which
we can measure the actual losses of small craters at each diameter.
The losses, as a function of D, convey information about the geologic
processes affecting the surface.
This effect of ﬂattening the SFD has been long known, but little used
recently, because of the recent period of controversy. The effect was
discovered by Öpik (1965, 1966) at large diameters in the 1960s from the
ﬁrst Martian spacecraft images, which resolved multi-kilometer craters.
Öpik stated without mathematical derivation that a constant rate of net
deposition of material in craters would lead to a steady-state size
distribution with slope shallower than the original distribution, by unity.
Chapman et al. (1968, 1969) and Hartmann (1971) derived Öpik's result
and used it to explain the ﬂattened slope of the SFD of Martian craters in
the 1 km ≲D ≲64 km range (slope ≃0.8 in our system, vs. ≃1.8 on lunar
mare plains). Hartmann (1966) coined the term “crater retention age” to
emphasize that crater counts on Mars at any crater diameter D measure
the retention time, i.e., survival time, at that D. If a region has had little
geologic modiﬁcation, the crater retention age may equal the formation
age of that surface, but under active erosion or deposition it equals only
the mean survival time for craters of that size and order-of-magnitude
depth. Studies of the effect in the 1970s led to a robust literature, and
produced evidence for higher rates of erosion/deposition in early Martian
time than in recent Martian time (Chapman, 1974; Jones, 1974; Chapman
and Jones, 1977; Hartmann, 1971; Tanaka, 1986).
Today, it is possible to resurrect these ideas to study similar effects at
much smaller diameters. Debris aprons give good examples of the effect.

2. Observations
In several areas believed to be associated with ice-rich material
(debris aprons, polygonal terrain, lobate tongues on slopes), we have
noticed a dramatic loss of small craters, compared to nearby surfaces.
Usually the losses occur at diameter D ≲ tens to a few hundred meters
(hence depth d of order ~ 10 to ~ 100 m). An example is shown in
Fig. 1. Fig. 1a shows a debris apron east of Hellas, just north of Reull
Vallis, along with adjacent plains (HRSC frame H 0440 0000 ND3). The
location is latitude 41.6°S and longitude 255.6°W. By longstanding
interpretation, such aprons are believed to involve ﬂow of ice-rich
material off the peaks onto the plains (Squyres, 1978; Lucchita, 1981).
Subsequent to our initial submission of this paper, Holt et al. (2008)
conﬁrmed “massive ice covered by a thin debris layer,” in debris aprons
in this area, using SHARAD radar data from Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter. Their data suggested >90% ice content, and one of the aprons
they studied (LDA-1) is the ﬁrst one presented here. One of us (WKH)
counted craters on the broad apron north of these peaks, using this HRSC
frame (14.8 m/pixel) and MOC frame E01-1294 (2.79 m/pixel). To these
counts were added counts by Mest and Crown (2001), which included
data from earlier imagery of several aprons, at larger crater sizes. Fig. 1b
shows counts plotted in the cumulative format used by Neukum (1983)
and Werner (2005), after averaging individual counts from different
frames, to produce a single data point for craters larger than a given D on
the apron or plains surface. Fig. 1c shows the counts plotted on the
Hartmann isochron diagram, essentially a histogram showing counts in
√2 intervals in D. In Fig. 1c, instead of averaging, we plot individual data
points for each set of counts, from various parts of various photos. The
scatter of these counts, as well as error bars, gives a good visual sense of
the degree of repeatability of the counts. In each plot, we include a
background of “isochrons” — the SFD expected on an imaginary surface
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where no erosion, deposition, or other process has obliterated any
craters. These are plotted for various designated surface ages, such as
10 My, 100 My, and 1 Gy. As noted earlier, the isochrons on the Neukum/
Werner plot and those on the Hartmann plot are, to a substantial degree,
independent, but they give similar results.
Each type of plot has its own virtue. The cumulative plot smooths
the data and gives especially clear visual ﬁts to isochrons when the
data ﬁt the curve. When small craters are deﬁcient, it is useful to
remember that the data point at any given D in the cumulative format
refers to characteristic ages at larger densities. The log-incremental
plot emphasizes the actual crater density within each diameter bin,
rather than a running cumulative average. Isochron ﬁts at any given D
in this format refer to the characteristic ages at that speciﬁc D (i.e., in
that √2 diameter bin).
Deriving survival times associated with resurfacing processes at a
certain scale is somewhat more complex on cumulative plots than on
the log-incremental plot; the number density at D on the former
involves craters larger than D. For example, if craters below diameter
D have been recently destroyed, the log-differential plot drops to
turns down toward zero, but the cumulative plot levels off (because
no new craters are found at smaller D). A methodology for analyzing
such information on the cumulative plot is described by Neukum and
Hiller (1981) and Werner (2005).
In this paper, our main observation about Fig. 1 is that the crater
population on the aprons appears dramatically different from that on
the plains, only a few kilometers away. Starting around D ≲ 400 to
700 m, the craters appear to ﬁt a lower model age than on the plains,
about 100 My. More dramatically, crater densities on the apron at
D ≲ 90 m ﬂatten or “rollover” and run ~ 10× less than immediately
outside the apron, reaching model ages of only a few My.
We compare this result with a second apron in the same region
east of Hellas, at latitude 43.2°S, longitude 262°W. One of us (SCW)
made an earlier study of this apron, included discussion by Head and
H.R.S.C. Co-Investigator team (2005). Fig. 2 shows the apron and the
counts in both formats used here. We ﬁnd the same general phenomenon as in the ﬁrst apron: the crater population on the apron is
different and lower than on the plains, only a few kilometers away.
The details of the depletion on the aprons are different between
the two aprons, in two broad ways. First is a difference in the onset of
depletion at the larger diameters. On the second apron, Fig. 2b and c
show a more dramatic depletion at D ≲ 700 m. This may suggest a
longer period or greater rate of loss on the second apron.
A second difference between the aprons is found among the
smallest craters. The apron in Fig. 2c shows a more dramatic “rollover”
at about 90–150 m than on the ﬁrst apron at this approximate size,
and the plains also show a strong “rollover” at that size. This shows up
as a ﬂattening in cumulative Fig. 2b, since new craters are not being
added very fast at smaller sizes. Note that for the second apron, we do
not plot craters below D = 63 m, whereas we plot down to D = 11 m
on the ﬁrst apron. This is because the second apron is much rougher
and complex than the ﬁrst one at small scales, as shown in a MOC
image in Fig. 3. Instead of a relatively smooth surface with ﬂow
lineations, it shows pitting and fragmentary moraine-like ridges. The
ridges are reminiscent of features associated with possible glacial-like
ﬂows and gullies on crater walls (Arfstrom and Hartmann, 2005; Head
and H.R.S.C. Co-Investigator team, 2005, Head et al., 2008), supporting
the general association with ice and ﬂuvial phenomena. Fig. 3 shows
near-zero crater numbers, but we felt that the complex surface
texture prevented reliable crater counts at those scales. As for the
plains, Fig. 3 shows that they also have very few visible craters below
100 m in the MOC image, supporting the rollover at D ~ 250 m.
The plots in Fig. 1 compare the crater SFD on the debris apron with
that on the contiguous plains to the north. The data ﬁt well with
earlier data sets at larger D, presented by Mest and Crown (2001),
who averaged over several nearby debris aprons in order to obtain
more area and hence statistics at larger crater sizes. In this paper,
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Fig. 3. North edge of debris apron studied by Werner, 42.2°S, 262.8°W, and portion of
the plains to the north. The complex texture of the apron (possibly typical of glacial
deposits; Head and H.R.S.C. Co-Investigator team, 2005, Head et al., 2008) made
meaningful counts of craters at D ≲ 100 m difﬁcult. The image also shows extremely low
crater density on the plains “control surface” at such sizes. (MOC E 10-03119).

our main observation in Fig. 1 is that the crater population on the
aprons appears dramatically different from that on plains, only a few
kilometers away. Crater densities at D ≲ 90 m run ~ 10× less on the
apron than immediately outside the apron, with no overlap of error
bars.
One of us (SCW) made an earlier, similar study with Head and H.R.S.C.
Co-Investigator team (2005) of a second debris apron slightly to the
north, at latitude 43.2°S, longitude 262.8°W, as reported by Head and H.R.
S.C. Co-Investigator team (2005). Results on this second apron are shown
in Fig. 2. The two ﬁgures agree in documenting a regional model age
of some 109 yr for the plains and the large D craters on aprons. In
other words, the basic plains and debris-apron landscape features
date from an early period of Martian history. Both ﬁgures also agree
in documenting a loss of smaller craters on the apron, but in Fig. 2 the
loss begins at larger D. Fig. 2 shows a strong “rollover” at D ~ 250 m
instead of 90 m. This loss appears to be real, not a resolution effect.
We wanted to present data from new MOC-scale counts to document
this. However, as shown in Fig. 3, the apron at MOC scale is much
rougher and more complex than the other apron. Instead of a
relatively smooth surface with ﬂow lineations, it shows pitting and
fragmentary moraine-like ridges. The ridges are reminiscent of
features associated with possible glacial-like ﬂows and gullies on
crater walls (Arfstrom and Hartmann, 2005; Head and H.R.S.C. CoInvestigator team, 2005, Head et al., 2008; Berman et al., 2005),
supporting the general association with ice and ﬂuvial phenomena.
Fig. 3 shows near-zero crater numbers, but complex surface texture
prevented reliable crater counts at those scales. As for the plains,
Fig. 3 shows that they also have very few visible craters below 100 m
in the MOC image, supporting the rollover at D ~ 250 m.
Thus, in the case of the second apron (Figs. 2 and 3), a strong
depletion of craters, relative to the plains, sets in at a larger diameter
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than on the ﬁrst apron. Fig. 2a and b indicate a depletion D < 700 m. As
can be seen in especially in Fig. 2c, the crater density on the plains
themselves is strongly depleted at D ≲ 180 m, and the densities on the
two surfaces become similar at D ≲ 100 m. This suggests that, in this
region, unlike the ﬁrst region, the survival times of craters are the
same on the plains as on the aprons. As discussed further in the next
section, a possible explanation is that small-crater survival is controlled by climatically localized, regional mantling by ice-rich dust, as
described by Mustard et al. (2001), Costard et al. (2001), Kreslavsky
and Head (2002), and Head et al. (2003).
3. Interpretation
In terms of relative stratigraphy, both mountains have been mapped
as Nm, Noachian “mountainous material” (Greeley and Guest, 1987).
The plains near the ﬁrst apron have been mapped as Hpl3, Hesperian
plateau sequence, smooth unit, at elevation around + 1000 m. The
plains near the second apron were mapped as Ah5, Amazonian Hellas
assemblage, a channeled plains rim unit, at elevation around −1000 m.
The aprons themselves were mapped as Amazonian. Mest and Crown
(2001) concluded that the debris apron near Reull Vallis had an age of
upper Hesperian to lower Amazonian. (Note Hartmann and Neukum,
2001, place the Hesperian/Amazonian boundary most likely at a model
age of 2.9 to 3.3 × 109 yr, but due to the uncertainty in the Mars/moon
impact ratio, used in scaling the system, they noted that the boundary
could be as recent as 2.0 × 109 yr.)
Our data are consistent with these classiﬁcations. Regarding both
apron areas taken together, the data at larger diameters (≳few
hundred m) suggest that the background plains, and apparently also
the bulk masses of both debris aprons, have accumulated craters for
some 109 yr, and the bulk age cannot be as low 108 yr.
All our data agree, however, that certain size ranges of smaller
craters give much lower ages on the apron surface than on the nearby
plains. This suggests that geologic processes are obliterating craters in
the upper surface layers of the aprons, but not in the surrounding
plains. The depth affected by these processes must be loosely
comparable to the depths of the missing craters — at least tens of
meters.
Regarding the apron in Fig. 1, the data indicate that small craters,
of D < 90 m and depth d < 30 m, have been depleted by some
geological process operating on the apron only. Craters on the plain,
at these sizes, have an SFD closer to the isochron, but the entire
distribution on the plain, at all sizes, tends to have a shallower slope
than the isochron, implying some crater losses on the plain as well.
The small crater statistics indicate that topography in the range
11 m < D < ~ 90 m (or depth range ~ 4 m < d < 30 m) survives only 1/
10 as long as the same topography on the plain: a few 106 yr on the
apron as opposed to a few 107 yr on the plains.
In the same way, the data in Fig. 2 indicate a similar difference
between apron and plain, but at even larger scale. Craters of D ≲ 700 m,
hence depth d ≲ 230 m, have been removed on the debris apron, relative
to the plains. This again is diagnostic of the obliteration process on the
apron. The statistics in Figs. 2b and c thus suggest that topography in the
range of 350 m <D < 700 m (or depth range ~ 120 < d < 230 m) survives
only 1/10 as long as the same topography on the plain. At these sizes, the
survival timescales are around 108 yr on the apron vs. 109 yr on the
plains.
The conditions at smaller diameter are intriguing on this second
apron. The differential plot, Fig. 2c, indicates that the survival times of
100 m-scale craters (depth d ~ 30 m) is short on both the apron and
the plain, of order few 106 yr. This is comparable to the timescale of
the recent obliquity cycles and thus might be the result of uniform
mantling on the apron and the plains during recent such cycles. The
reading of the cumulative plot, Fig. 2b, is more subtle. Because so few
craters are added in each smaller bin at these sizes, the cumulative
curves for the apron and the plain rollover dramatically to a shal-

lower, non-isochron slope. The shallower slope on the cumulative
plot is an indicator that loss processes are happening. The curves on
the cumulative plot do not come together because the ordinate
position at each D involves crater numbers from larger D (the plot
being cumulative).
Taking the two aprons together, Figs. 1a and 2a, we interpret
the geologic crater-loss process on the apron surfaces as probably
involving ice content in the apron material, resulting in sublimation,
and/or fracturing, or churning, of the upper meters due to downhill
ﬂow. In terms of absolute model ages, the data from the ﬁrst location
suggest that in the plains, craters ~ 4 to 20 m deep, survive around 10
to 100 My, respectively. On the ﬁrst apron, however, such craters are
surviving about 1 to 6 My, respectively. At the second location, the
data suggest that in the plains and on the apron, craters ~ 20 m deep
survive of order 1 My, only somewhat shorter than the survival time
for the same size craters (D ~ 60 m) on the ﬁrst apron. The behavior of
smaller craters at the second location, however, is difﬁcult to analyze
due to the rugged apron terrain, as mentioned earlier.
Because we also see at least some losses of small craters on the
plains at both locations at small D, relative to large D, we interpret
that the plains are also gradually losing craters at a slower rate. This
may result from regional mantling processes such as discussed by
Mustard et al. (2001), Costard et al. (2001), Kreslavsky and Head
(2002), Head et al. (2003). In principle, our techniques can give
information on such mantling rates. For example, Fig. 1c suggests that
on the plains 10 m craters are surviving 1 My. If it takes 5 m of dust
mantling to obscure a crater of D = 10 m and d ~ 3 m, then these
numbers imply a net mantle accumulation rate of a 0.005 mm/year, or
as much as tens of meters during each high obliquity cycle of 10 My. In
this context, we note that this whole region, east of Hellas, is subject to
mantling deposits, which are believed to be mixtures of ice and dust
precipitated particularly during periods of high obliquity, averaging
some 5–10 My apart. In fact, this area has one of the two highest ice
deposition rates, as found in climate modeling by Forget et al. (2006).
Thus, ice ﬂow and ice sublimation effects may be enhanced in this
region by the unusually strong replenishment of ice or snowpacks
during mantling episodes, explaining the unusual concentration of
debris aprons east of Hellas.
An additional result is that averaged counts of larger craters in the
size range about 90 m < D < 500 m, on the ﬁrst apron, have an SFD
ﬁtting an isochron with a model age around 100 My, well shown on
Fig. 1b. This could suggest a short-lived event, such as a geologically
brief period of ice emplacement 100 My ago, emplaced much of this
apron's mass in its current apron upper layers on the north side of the
massif.
All such applications of crater counts to compare the histories of
plains and various aprons in this region, and also to make detailed
analyses of individual aprons' histories and structure, could be much
improved by more extensive crater counts on more aprons, using new
images from HiRISE and HRSC cameras, as well as older MOC and
THEMIS infrared imagery.
4. Conclusions
The major point here is to illustrate that crater-count data have the
potential to clarify geological processes and timescales, and even to
investigate vertical structure and/or processing within the stratigraphic column. We conclude that the upper tens of meters of the
debris apron are losing craters much faster than the upper tens of
meters on the plains, probably because of ice ﬂow or sublimation
processes. Analysis of the craters gives the depths that are affected.
Crater removal on the aprons may be dominated by down-slope ﬂow
and/or sublimation, but additional crater obliteration may also occur
due to the mantling, on both the plains and the aprons. In support of
this, timescales we ﬁnd for modiﬁcation of few-meter topography in
the plains are comparable to the obliquity cycle timescales.
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We conclude from these examples that the crate-count technique
is a valuable tool that gives unique quantitative information on rates,
depths, and nature of geological processes. Such information strongly
enhances data available by other techniques, including traditional
geomorphologic mapping, topographic and slope measurements, and
radar probing of the subsurface. Small-crater analysis will be strengthened by new measurements of the observed production rates of
10–20 m craters. We expect that further, more thorough applications of these techniques will shed further light on many Martian
surface phenomena.
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